
Objectives:

To enable students to:

~ Cook and taste seaweed  Activity 1!.

~ Carve a bull kelp bladder like a pumpkin  Activity 2!.

~ Make note paper, cards, bookmarks, wall hangings, or placemats from
pressed seaweed  Activity 3!.

~ Weave seaweed into an object d' art  Activity 4!.

~ Practice a seaweed dance  Activity 4!.

Write a story about seaweed  Activity 4!.

~ Observe seaweeds on the beach  Activity 5!.

~ Make a beach in a box  Activity 5!.

~ Recognize that seaweeds are important because they provide food for
many animals and provide places for some fish and invertebrates to hide
 Activity 5!.
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Seaweeds are algae: plants which
have no roots and do not produce
flowers, but do contain chlorophyll

the green pigment that plants
must have to manufacture their
own food. Algae are distinguished
from most green land plants by
absence of special "woody" cells
which add mechanical support and
are part of a water-conducting
system. Since algae live in the
water, they don't need a water-
conducting system. And since the
water supports their forms, sea-
weed don't need the rigid woody
tissue.

There are many forms of algae,
both in fresh water and salt
water. Some of it is microscopic�
invisible to the naked eye. Sea-
weeds are algae that live in the
marine environment and macro-
scopic � visible to the naked eye.
In size, seaweed range from tiny,
barely visible plants to huge
plants more than 100 feet long.

The major groups of seaweeds are
divided on the basis of color.
Green algae are so colored by the

chlorophyll they contain. Red and
brown algae have additional pig-
ments which give them the predomi-
nant red or brown color. The
presence of red or brown pigment
enables the plant to produce food
with different wavelengths of light
than is used by green algae. In
general, green algae are found in
the most shallow waters, brown
algae are somewhat deeper, and
red algae can live deepest of all.

Although some seaweeds grow as
free- floating plants, many kinds
also may be found growing on hard
surfaces. They do»ot have
roots, but instead cling to rocks,
pili»gs or shells with their special
means of attachment called a
holdfast. The holdfast may look
like a small circular button or may
consist of numerous fi»ger-like
projections that grow downward
and cling; to a hard surface.

Seaweeds are important because
they provide food a»d shelter for
many animals. Many kinds of
seaweeds are edible by humans,
including many that grow in Alas-
kan waters.
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Background:
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Activity i
Tasting Seaweed

Of the several kinds of edible
Alaskan seaweeds, three of the
most easily collected are bull kelp

found southw~ard rom Unataska
Island in the Aleutians; and sea
lettuce  Ulva or Nonostroma! and

of which may be found on most
beaches in Alaska.

Bul! kelp is a large brown seaweed
that gr ow s in relatively shallow
water and is often washed up on
beaches. Finger-like projections
make up its holdfast. Above the
holdfast grows a long stipe  or
stem! that may be several feet
long. Atop the stipe is a bulbous,

gas-filled bladder with attached
blades, or fronds. The bladder
gives the plant flotation and
enables it to keep the upper part
of the plant near the water' s
surface.

Rockweed is the most common
brown seaweed. Found attached to
rocks throughout the middle inter-
tidal zone, it has gas-filled blad-
ders at the tip of each branch that
help keep it floating near the
surface when the tide is in, thus
increasing the amount of light
available for its energy needs.
Rockweed secretes s. mucus-like
substance which helps keep it
moist during low tide.

Sea lettuce is a bright green alga
that grow s in the low intertidal
zone. It looks like limp le ttuce
leaves, is brilliant green and very
thin.



Depending on when yau plan to
use the seaweeds in class, either
collect algae from the beach before
taking a class field trip to the
shore, or, if you find a good
supply of algae, brin.g some back
from the class outing. To keep
the algae in good condition until it
is used, you may place it in the
refrigerator in a plastic bag with
moist paper towels for a few days.
Algae may even be frozen and
transported from coastal to interior
communities in the state. Dried
seaweed is sold in many grocery
stores, particularly those with a
good oriental selection.

Vocabulary.

~ frond

~ blade

~ stipe
~ holdfast
~ seaweed

~ kelp
~ lettuce

Materials:

~ seaweed  including edible
varieties!

~ cooking utensils, pans, heat
source

~ spices, sweetener, soy sauce,
rice

~ recipes
~ worksheets:

...Holdfast �A!

...Bull ~Kel �B!

...Matchin �C!

...Bull ~Ke Maze �D!

...Sea Lettuc~e  E!

...Color Code �F!

...~SSeaweed �G!

Procedure:

l. Bring seaweed into the class-
r oom for students to smell
and touch. Point out the
different parts  holdfast,

s tipe, blade! . H ave the
students hald their seaweed
in an imaginary ocean and
wave back arrd forth with the
waves crashin g in . Talk
about how seaweed provides
food for marry animals  such
as snails!, and haw they are
goad hiding places for fish.

2. Now let the students taste the
seaweed! Pick one or more of
these for your own recipes to
try out. People of Asian
origin and Alaskan Na.tives
also have recipes which timey
may be willing to share.

Seaweed Rice

Crumble one of your local edible
seaweeds such as fresh sea lettuce
or dried seaweed from the grocery
store in a pot of steaming hot rice
and cook for several minutes.
Serve with soy sauce.

Seaweed Crackers

Add tiny seaweed pieces and a
little soy sauce to one of your
favorite cracker recipes. These
also can be purchased comrr~ercial-
ly.

Seaweed Salad

Shred edible seaweed and place in
salad.
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Kelp Relisli or Pickles

Use stipes»o longer than 15 feet
and sectioris that are no more than
three inches in diameter. Snap off
a piece to test for freshness; if it
breaks crisply, it will make good
pickles, Chop off the bulb and
it tail tf

Pare kelp with a vegetable peeler
and slice into thick rings, Rinse
iii cool water. Soak rings in cool
water for three days, changing
water two to three times a day.
On the fourth day, place rings in
cold water to cover. Bring to a
boil and simmer 12-14 minutes.
Drain and measure.

For each quart of rings bring to a
boil and simmer together for five
minutes:

3/4 cup cider vinegar
2~ cups sugar
1 teaspoon mixed pickling spice
a few cloves

Pour abov» over rings ond let
stand overnight. Next day, drain
off syrup, heat to boiling point
and pour over rings. Let stared
another night. Fili hot jars with
kelp rings, cover with hot syrup
aitu seal. Let stand a month
before serving.

Krazy Kelp Kandies

2 cups bull kelp circles
vi» cgar
2 ciips brown sugar
1/4 eup water
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon

Find a newly beached bull kelp
whose stipe has the texture of a
crisp, hard apple. Cut off about
one foot of the stipe where the
diameter is oric or two inches.

Store it iri a moist pla.,tic bag in a
cool place.

Back in the classroom, cut the
stipe into quarter-inch "Life
Saver" circles � enough to make 2
cups. Place pieces in a pan arid
cover with vinegar  do not use
wine vinegar!. Mi.. 2 cups kelp, 2
cups brown sugar, 1/4 cup water.
Bring mixture to a boil, stirring
until sugar diSSOlves. Add 2
teaspoons ground cinnamori, turn
heat down and let mixture. cook
very slowly, uncovered for one
hour.

Using a slotted spoon for fork, lift
the keIp from the syrup, draining
over the pan a few seconds, and
place in a shallow pan with 1/4
inch brown sugar on the bottom.
Using a forl, coat kelp with brown
sugar and spread to dry and cool
on a plate. You and your friends
will enjoy krazy kelp kandies.
Any remaining syrup may be used
on pancakes, waffles, french
toast, or over ice cream.

 adapted from ~Ea lorin the
~otym io Seashore, S. Forrest
Blau, Notional Park Service, 1976!

3. Use the seaweed worksheets

as a followup to your taste
treats.



Activity 2
Kelp Cawing

Procedure:

Materials:
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~ bull kelp bladders
~ blunt knives, sticks, broken

shells, other implements for
cutting

For a face, carve the. kelp bladder
just as you would a pumpkin.
Experiment to make different faces
and designs. Demonstrate carving
to the students. Then if you have
enough bladders, let students--
either singly or working in pairs
or groups--carve faces using blunt
utensils.

For a horn, cut off one-half of the
bulb and part of the stipe leaving
the remaining half of the bulb
attached to a length of stipe
several feet long. Take a deep
breath and blow into the stipe,
keeping your lips tight as if
blowing a trumpet. Y ou can
produce a mellow sound or even a
tune if you practice enough.



Materials:

3.

Procedure:

4.
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Activity 3
Pressing Seaweed

~ small, delicate seaweeds
~ bucket of sea water

drawing paper
~ shallow pan lar ger than

sheets of paper
~ paper towels
~ cheesecloth or pieces of old

sheet, diapers, muslin or
waxed paper

~ rrewspapers

Collect algae from the beach
and put it in a bucket or
plastic bag of sea water  at
least keep the seaweed cool
and damp!. Use as soon as
possible after collecting.

Place a piece of drawing
paper in the pan and cover
with sea water or tap water.
Float and arrange a piece of
algae over the paper. Gently
lift the paper from the water
with the algae on top and do
any final arran gin g. Cover
with cheesecloth  Pieces of
shee t, diaper s, muslin or
waxed paper often work
better, since finely struc-
tured seaweed specimens tend
to get caught in the large
weave of cheesecloth. ! ~
Cover the cloth with news-
papers, cardboard, more
newspapers and finally with
books. 1 et dry for several
days. Change newspapers
from time to time. Natural

gelatins in the algae will
cause them to stick to the

paper, but if the alga is
thick, you may need to glue
it or spray with fixative after
xt has dr>ed.

Alternatively, lightly dry the
seaweed between paper towels
and press between two sheets
of clear contact paper or use
your school's laminatin g
machine.

When the seaweed is dry,
make bookmarks, note paper,
cards, placemat s, or wall
han gin gs. Or moun t it on
wood or other stiff material to

make a plaque.



Materi al s:

Procedure:

that begins:

Activity 4
Seaweed Weaving

2 large pieces of driftwood
~ jute twine
~ seaweed

rau sic

~ paper and pencil

1. Wrap the two pieces of drift-
wood with jute and add an
additional strand for hanging.
Using seaweed you or the
children have gathered,
weave seaweed into the jute.
Allow to air dry and hang.

2. Weave your own seaweed
dance! Find a recording of
sea music such as DeBussy's
"The Sea." Play the record

 part of it! for the students,
letting therm listen to it and
imagine algae weaving rhythmi-
cally back and forth by the
motion of the sea. Read the
stanza by Robert Lewis
Stevenson about seaweed:

Ever drifting
drifting

drifting
On the shifting current of the
restless sea.

Then, ask therm to pretend
they are algae arsd to move,
either as if they were at-
tached to the bottom of the
sea or adrift at its surface.
Make up your own seaweed
dance .

3. As a class project or with
individual students, have the
student weave their own
irmaginary seaweed story, for
instance one entitled:

The Adventures of a Floating
Seaweed

One day while adrift on the
sea, I....

have the children illustrate
the story and use what they
have done to create individual
books or perhap s a class
mural.



~ sand, pebbles, and other
items found on a beachActivity 5

Beach Seaweeds Procedure:

1. Visit the beach. After stu-
dents have had some initial

exploration time, focus on
seaweed  See Task Card!.

2. Have the children make a

beach in a box, includin g
seaweed, sand, shells, drift-
wood and pebbles.

3. Sumrr!arize by talking about
the importance of seaweed as
food for many animals  in-
cluding people! ! and as
places for fish and other
small animals to live and hide.

Materials:

~ small boxes or trays

Seaweed
Leader; Ask the children if they can find some seaweed. When they
have, ask them:

~ What colors are the seaweeds you found?

How do they feel?

~ liow de they smell?

Ask the children questions about likenes es and differences of speci-
mens collected:

~ Nlrich seaweed did you find irr tide pools? On rocks'. On shells?

~ Where did they not grow?

~ Can you firrd any animals living on seaweed?  Look closely among
the blades and at the base of the holdfast.!

~ Are seaweeds like land plants?  Seaweeds have "holdfasts" which
are like roots, "stipes" which are like stems, and "blades" or
"fronds" which arc like leaves.!

~ Can you firrd the blade, stipe and holdfast?

~ Do seaweeds float?  Most don' t, but the bladders on kelp and
rockweed help tlrose seaweeds to float.!
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Seaweed Bibliography
Teacher's Reference:

Guberlet, h1. L. Seaweeds at Ebb Tides. University of Washington Press,
Seattle, 1956. 1 2 p.

Basic information about seaweeds accompanied by line drawings of some
species.

Nadlener, Judith C. The Sea Ve etable Cookbook and Field Guide. lUood-
bridge Press, Santa Barbara, CA, 1981. 154 p.

Excellent recipes and information on identifying the various species.
Line drawings and some color.

McConnaughey, E. Sea Ve etable Reci es From the Ore on Coast. 1980. 32
p. McConnaughey Recipes, 1653 Fairmount Blvd., Eugene, Oregon
97403.

Tips on identifying, collecting, and drying seaweed for use in the
kitchen. Includes nutritional values of seaweeds. Recipes for seaweed
pizza, granola bread, soup, spaghetti, pickles, pie crust and more.

Waaland, J. R. Common Seaweeds of the Pacific Coast. Pacific Search Press,
Seattle, Washington, 1977. 120 p.

Species descriptions with full page illustrations.



Objectives:

To enable students to:

~ Become familiar with the appearance and habitat of six Alaskan birds
 Activity 1!.

Role play the different birds  Activity 1!.

~ Visit a local museum or the home of a bird expert to see live or mounted
birds  Activity 1!.

~ Discuss the effects that man's presence has had on these birds  Activity
1!,

~ Observe birds at a beach, river or wetlands  Activity 2!.

Study bird tracks  Activity 2!.

~ Feed the birds  Activity 2!.
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Many species of birds are found
along Alaska's rivers, wetlands,
and in coastal waters. Like all

birds, they may be grouped by
where they live, how they move,
and how they feed. Scientists
group birds according to their
likenesses in appearance and
activity: swimmers, t ree perch-
ers, predators, divers, insect
eaters, seed eaters, prober s,
wader s.

Eagles, gulls, ducks and geese are
seen throughout Alaska. Crows
are common in southeast and
southcentral Alaska. These six
groups all consist of relatively
lar ge birds that children easily
learn to recognize:

CROWS. Only one crow specie
occurs in southeast and south-
central Alaska. Called the north-

west crow, it is smaller than the
common crow of the fields and
farms elsewhere in America, grow-
ing to a length of 17 inches. It is
solid black, has a quick wing beat
for so large a bird, and makes a
loud "khaa" sound. Crows are
most often seen in groups of a few
to several hundred, and they often
"work" the beaches, scaven gin g
mussels, clams, crabs, and what-
ever other food they find. They
often eat bird eggs, particularly
seabird eggs when nesting sea-
birds are frightened away by
humans or predators. Crows and

ravens are intelligent. They are
great imitators and are famous for
the games they play with each
other, and the tricks they play on
people, dogs and cats.

RAVENS. Like crows, the common
raven is black . It is, however,
much larger than the northwest
crow, growing to as much as 27
inches in length. The raven has a
wedge-shaped tail, a bill heavier
than the crow' s, and shag gy
throat feathers. Ravens are found
all over the state. They fly by
alternately flapping their wings,
then gliding. Ravens usually are
solitary or in pairs, never occur-
ring in the large groups that
characterize crows except at dumps
and roosts. Ravens eat just about
anything, including carcasses, bait
from traplines, berries, bird eggs,
insects, fish, crabs, clam s and
voles. The basic call of the raven
is a cr-ruk - but raven sounds
vary greatly, often imitating other
birds, or calling in resonant,
bell-like tones, or even sounding
like a muttering human't The
raven is extremely important in
Tlingit traditions, in which he is
believed to be the creator of the
world. Many legends exist about
his deeds. Other Native groups
also have raven legends.



EAGLES. Alaska is one of the few
places in the world where bald and
golden eagles are still common. In
southeast and southcentral Alaska,
they are frequently seen along
beaches and streams perched in
tall evergreens, cottonwood trees
or rocks from which they watch
for spawned out salmon and other
food.

Bald eagles reach a length of as
much as 43 inches and may have a
wing spread of six to eight feet.
Immature birds are mostly brown
and have a dark bill. With matu-
rity, these markings change grad-
ually until the mature bird has a
white head and tail and yellow bill
and feet. Bald eagles have a call
that could be described as a
squeal or screech � not at all what
might be expected from such a
lar ge, imposing bird. Their
eyesight is extremely keen. They
can see distinctly for far greater
distances than we can. Bald
eagles are capable of landing in
the water to capture prey and
then using their wings to scull to
shore.

Golden eagles generally are found
more in the Alaskan interior. The
adult is a large, dark bronze bird
with no wlute patches. The
immature golden eagle has a white
patch at the base of the tail and

white win g patches. T he golden
neck feathers can be seen only at
close range. The goMen eagle' s
call is similar to the bald eagle' s,
but louder. They eat primarily
voles and other small mammals.
Golden eagles often are seen
soaring in the air currents near
the tops of mountains.

In flight, eagles stroke deeply,
then soar on b road, flattened
wings.

GULLS, A number of species of
gulls may be found in Alaska. Of
these, the glaucous-winged gull is
the largest and most common, in
southeast and southcentral Alaska.
Immature birds are a dusky grey-
brown and have dark bills.
Mature glaucous-winged gulls are
grey with white head, tail and
breast, and have a yellow bill.
Glaucous gulls look very similar
and are the most common gull in
Western Alaska. These gulls feed
on small fish they catch by diving
at them when they show at the
water's surface; but they also will
harass diving ducks to cause them
to drop food they have taken or
they will scavenge along beaches
for any edible materials. The
somewhat smaller mew gulls are
found in the Interior. They have
a mewing call, and win gtips that
are black with white spots at the
outer edge. In contrast to the
mew gull, most gulls are known for
their loud, raucous screams.
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DUCKS. There are two main types
~oducks: dsbbli»g ducks s»d
diving or bay ducks. The dab-
bling ducks take of f directly out
of the water just like helicopter
pilots. Diving ducks have to run
along the water like fixed-wing
planes as they take off. Diving
ducks dive and swim under water

to get their food  fish, clams and
other small invertebrates! . Dab-
bling ducks just tip up to graze
on pondweeds or pond inverte-
brates. Mallards, pintails, teal,
and widgeon are samples of these
shallow water ducks. The divers--

such as old squaws, scotors,
eiders, and harlequin, generally
are found in deeper waters.

The maBard, which is the duck
portrayed on this unit's Duck
worksheet, is the best known
American duck. The male mallard

has a greeii head witli a white
collar; a yellow bill, oran ge feet,
purple-blue wing patch, a grayish
body, chestnut breast, and a
white tail with an upcurled black
tip. The female is mottled brown
with a whitish tail, violet-blue
wing patch, dark orangish bill and
orange feet. As is the case with
many other birds, the female
mallard is less colorful than the
male � a characteristic that enables

her to blend with her surround-

ings. Thus she is less obvious to

predators, which is especially
important during nesting season.
The female mallard call is a loud

quack, quack-quack; quack,
quack-quack. Males are more
quiet, with a low kwek-kwek.

GEESE. Geese do not normally
land on open salt water, prefer-
ring freshwater wetlands, though
some species use salt water during
migration or wiiiter feeding. In
spring or fall they often may be
seen flying overhead. Some areas
in Southeast Alaska, such as
Juneau, liave resident populations
of Canada geese so that these
birds may be seen year round.
Canada geese  which appear on
this unit's Geese worksheet! are
distinctively marked, being gener-
ally grey-brown, but with a black
head aiid neck and white cheeks.

The Canada Goose is found all
over Alaska. It eats primarily
grasses and seeds. Geese in the
air follow a leader but because of

air turbulance can not fly directly
behind in single file but must
string out V-shaped on either side
of the leader like military planes.
Groups of migratory swans may
sometimes be scen overliead as

well. Such birds can be distin-

guished from Canada geese by
their white color, greater in-
dividual size and by their call,
which generally is softer than the
honking of the Canada geese.



Procedure:

3.

Vocabulary:

body
bill

fret

wing
raven

crow

gull
goose
duck

eagle

Materials:

Activity 1
Common Alaskan Birds

film, slides, pictures, draw-
ings of the birds
slips of paper  enough for
each of the children! with the
dif ferent types of birds  one
each! printed or drawn on
tltem.

local museum or home of bird
expert
w orksheets:

...Haven and Crow �A!

...~hz "le �B!

...Cull. Maze  GC!

...Duck �D!

...Geese  Gh!

...Natch Birds �F!

...Bird Feet and Heads �G!

Discuss what the children
think ravens, crows, eagles,
ducks, gulls, and geese might
eat. Use the bird work-
sheets. Build upon their own
knowledge and experiences.
Discuss how the bill and feet
of each of these birds is

fitted to its way of hving and
feeding. As much as pos-
sible, let the children work
out the connections.

1'ow pass out the slips of
paper. Have the children
role play the different birds.
Honk, squawk, and quack.

Visit the local museums or the

home of a bird expert to see
live or mounted birds. Have

students watch how they move
and eat. Listen to the

sounds they make. 1 f pos-
sible let them touch the bird
or feathers. Try to have
enough feathers so that each
child may take one home:

Discuss the way in which
gulls, eagles, crows, and
raven s help keep our earth
clean. He sure that children

know that these birds are

protected by law and cannot
be killed. Tell the students

local stories or le gends.
Discuss the ef feet that man' s
presence has had on these six
common birds, whether it has
been good or bad and in what
ways.  Gull, crow and raven
populations have increased
tremendously because of all
the garbage we produce.
Eagles in the Lower 48 have
been dying out because their
eggs don't hatch because of
chemicals  poisons! used on
crops to kill insects.
Poisoned insects and chemicals



in water contaminate fish,
which in turn contaminate
eagles. Numbers of ducks
and geese have been reduced
primarily because of the loss
of their homes  draining of
wetlands! in the Lower 48.!

Additional Activities:

L A t: Have each

child dictate a short "event"

concerning birds for a
language experience chart or
for a bird book to take home.

2. Art: Create a flock of gulls
or geese usin g the following
directions from the December

1977 issue of Sunset maga-
zine:

stories or poems about birds
listed in the bibliography.
Arid share the following poem:

Ducks' Ditty

All along the backwater,
Through the rushes tall,
Ducks are a-dabbling,
Up tails all!

Ducks' tails, drakes' tails,
Yellow feet a-quiver,
Yellow bills all out of sight
Busy in the river!

Slushy green undergrowth
Where the roach swim--

Here we keep our larder,
Cool and full and dim.

Gull: Transfer two circles to

paper plate. D raw in eye
just above center point. Add
beak and neck and cut along
solid black lines. Discard

liglit gray area.

Goose: Transfer two circles
ta plate around center s
shown. Draw in beak and

eye; cut alon g solid black
lines. Discard gray-Coned
areas. Color beak and pieces
marked "foot" a bright or-
ange, then glue foot pieces to
inside of body. Cut along
lines A, 8 and X . Assemble
by inserting slot A into slot
B.

Just for fun, read aloud to
students one or more of the

l.'veryone for what he likes!
We like to be

Heads down, tails up,
Dabbling free!

High in the blue abave
Swifts whirl and call--

We are down a-dabbling
Up tails all!

--Kenneth Grahame

4. Art: Make a bird collage by
cutting pictures of birds from
magazines and glueiiig them to
cardboard or pinning them to
a bulletin board, making each
picture taucli others. Add
feathers, pieces of egg shell,
and whatever else imagination
suggests.



Materials:

Procedure:
4.
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~ spotting scope  optional!
~ bread crumbs, seeds, food

scraps, gnet
~ bird feeder

1. Go to a wetland, river, or
beach to watch for birds.
Spotting scopes can be fo-
cused on particular birds so
that everyone gets a look.
Take along a local birdwatch-
er. High tide is often the
best time to go birdwatching
on the coast, as the birds are
closer to the upper beach
then. As the children watch,
ask them what the birds are
doing, how they fly and rest,
and what they appear to be
eating.

I f you can convince children
to sit very, very still, scat-
ter old bread, meat or fish
scraps at the edge of the
w ater. Watch to see what
birds come to the food. Be
sure to watch and discuss the
behavior of the birds toward
each other in the presence of
the food. Do birds of the
same species interact with
each other? How? How do
birds of different species
react to each other?

Help the children find bird
tracks on the sand or mud.
Observe the size of the
tracks and whether or not
they are webbed. See if the
class can figure out what
kind of bird might have made
the tracks and what it might
have been doing.

The easiest place to feed and
watch birds is at school. Set
a bird feeder outside your
classroom window. Experi-
ment with different foods to
attract a variety of birds.
Once you start feeding,
continue all winter, because
some birds that become depen-
dent on your feeder might
otherwise starve. Record
your class's observations
regularly, preferably every
day. Perhaps the children
can take turns watching and
recording.



Birds of Wetlands, Rivers, and
Seashores Bibliography
Children's Literature:

Andersen, Hans Christian. The U I Ducklin . Contained in many collec-
tions and separate editions, including a Golden Book edition, collected
works of Hans Christian Andersen, and a 32-page translation by R. P.
Keigwin, illustrated by Toma Bogdanovic. Scroll Press, N.Y., 1971.

The familiar tale about a duckling scorned by all until he discovers after
a lonely winter that he has turned into a beautiful swan.

Whimsical verse and beautiful watercolor bird illustrations that captivate
audiences young and old.

Crosby, Alexander L. Canada Geese. Garrard Publishing Co., Champagin,
Illinois, 1966. 64 p.

A Junior Science Book that tells the life story of Canada Geese including
courtship, mating patterns and life cycle. A factual account of the
experiences the author has had with the geese which lived at his pond
for six weeks. The book devotes itself to the need for conservation and

preservation of geese. Black and white photographs from various
sources.

Flack, Marjorie. The Stor About Pin . Viking Press, New York, 1961.

The adventures of Ping the duck are classic.

Freschet, Berniece. The Fli ht of the Snow Goose. Illustrated by Jo
Polseno. Crown Publishers, Inc., New York, 1970. 42 p.

Discusses the annual migration of a flock of snow geese from the Sacra-
mento Valley to and from Alaska, following the leader of the flock,
Gander, and his family. Describes the passage of the seasons, various
dangers encountered by the geese during their migration: hunters, oil
slicks and blizzards. Pictures are charcoal black and white.

*""'

New York, 1968. 34 p.

I et's Read and Find Out Science Book on how much birds eat, where
they sleep, how they retain heat. Illustrations are in black, white,
green and brown with details in ink.
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Garelick, May. What's Inside? Scott, Foresman and Co., New York, 1965.

Photographic series of a young goose from egg through early life.

Goldin, Augusta. Ducks Don't Get Wet. Illustrated by Leonard Eessler.
Thomas Y. Crowell, New York, 65. 34 p.

A Let's Read and Find Out Science Book about duck preening and eating
habits. Excellent hands-on experiments are provided in the text, and
element ar y analogies illustrate divin g ability, migration and speed of
flight. Illustrations are in color.

Illustrated by John Hawkinson.Hawkinson, Lucy.
Childrens Press, P ~

Highly recommend picture story book on the excitement of bird watching.
Descriptive phrases: "Gulls that wheel and dip"..."Ducks are swift and
sure. They beat their wings fast as they rise and turn." Beautiful
watercolor illustrations.

Hoff, Syd. Albert the Albatross. Harper and Row, Evanston. 31 p.

About a sea bird blown inland by a storm.

Illustrated by Jerome P. Connolly.
64 p.

Hutchins, Ross E.
Rand McNally a

Factual portrayal of the migration of the Trumpeter swan from North
Carolina, California, Mississippi valley and Gulf coast to and from the
Arctic Ocean. Details nest building, preening, egg laying, rearing of
young. Beautiful pastel watercolors with ink.

Illustration by Ted Lewin.
96 p.

Martin, Lynne.
William Morr

Facts about the puffin are recounted in detail, and the various sub-
species of the auk family are separated for purposes of identification and
discussion. The accent is on man's relationship to the bird. Illustra-
tions are charcoal and black watercolor.

Covers one year in the life of Honker, the leader of a flock of Canada
geese, stressing the importance of re fu ges, banding and tracking.
Illustrations are black and white and charcoal.

Parnall, Peter.
Charles Scrib

Illustrated by Peter Parnail.
77. 43 p.

Picture-story book with a light and humorous account of a dog' s
encounters with birds such as the blue heron, pelican and albatross.
Factual information is blended with fantasy in this extremely enjoyable
book. Illustrations are in detailed ink.
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McClung, Robert M. Honker; The Stor of a Wild Goose. Illustrations by
Bob Hines. William Morrow and Co., New York, 19 5. 64 p.



Profusely illustrated information about a variety of birds. Describes the
parts of a bird, flying, plummage, nesting, hatching, evolution, and
migration. Alaskan birds mentioned include puffin  flying!; eagle and
albatross   ways of flying!; blue heron and ducks  different feet!;
plovers and ducks  colors to blend!; herring gull  eggs and hatching!,
and arctic terna and cranes  migration!.

Hines, B. Ducks at a Distance. USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, U. S.
Government rmtxng sce, ashington, D. C. 20402, 1978.

Handy field identification guide distributed by the U.S. Department of
the Interior. Good color illustrations. When ordering, specify Stock
No. 024 � 010-00442-8.

Murie, K. The Alaskan Bird Sketches of Olaus Murie. Alaska Northwest
Publishing Co., Anchorage, 1979. 57 p.

Excerpts from field notes and superb watercolor of Olaus Murie, a
naturalist who traveled extensively throughout Alaska in the 1920s and
1930s.

Peterson, R. I. A Field Guide to Western Birds. Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1961. 366 p. Paperback and hard cover.

Descriptions of birds, their habits, habitats and field marks. Illustrated
by color and black and white plates. One of the Peterson FieM Guide
series.

Putnam, Alice. The Whistlin Swans. Illustrations by Scott Hiestand. Julian
Messner, New York, 1981. 5 p.  Also listed in the children's litera-
ture section of Sea Week Book 4.!

Poignantly details the life cycle of the whistling swan from birth,
through migration, and death. Begins with the swans spending the
summer in Alaska, then migrating south to the Pacific coast, Mississippi
River valley and Atlantic coast, and ultimately returning to Alaska the
following summer. Obstacles include encounters with its natural enemies,
man and inclement weather, as well as oil slicks and polluted water. Pen
and ink illustrations.

Illustrated by Charles L. Ripper. William
64 p.

Ripper, Charles L.
Morrow and Co.

Detailed information on diving birds and particular characteristics of the
loons, grebes, cormorants and anhinga. Touches on bird evolution. and
the uses of cormorants for centuries by Chinese and Japanese fishermen.
Pen and ink illustrations.
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Hicks, J. I . A Closer Look at Birds. Illustrated by John Rignall. Franklin
Watts  Archon Press Ltd.!, New York, 1976. 31 p.



Robbins, C. S. Birds of North America. Golden Press, New York, 1966.
340 p. Paperback and hard cover.

Descriptions of birds and their habits, songs and ranges � illustrated by
color drawings. Easy to use in the field but not as much background
information as the Peterson Field Guide.

Scott, Jack Denton. Canada Geese. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1976.
64 p.

Great attention is given each aspect of goose lives: selection of a mate;
birth and caring for the young, and death. Man's intervention in
nature is portrayed as one of helping maintain the balance. A table of
"goose talk" is provided. Illustrated with black and white photographs.

Wheeler, Ruth Lellah. The Stor of Birds of North America. Illustrations by
Anne Lewis. Harvey House, Inct 0 New York, 1965. 128 p.

Includes chapters on structure, mystery of a feather, bills, feet, nests.
The material is somewhat "dry" but factual. Charcoal and pen drawings.

Charts and Records:

Common Bird Son s, Son s of Western Birds and Bird Son and Bird
Behavior. Produced by Donald J. Borror. Dover Publications, Inc.,
1110 Varick Stt'eet, New York, N.Y. 10014.

One after another songs of the various species.

Voices of the Loon. Written and produced by William F. Barklow. Published
by the North American I oon Fund, Meredith, N. H. 03253 an'd the
National Audubon Society, 950 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Various calls of the common loon together with commentary.

A Field Guide to Western Bird Son s. Produced by Roger Tory Peterson.
Houghton-Mi in Company, Boston. Two-record set.

Bird songs of more than 500 species, including most Alaskan birds.
Also available from Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, 159 Sapsucker
Woods Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850.

A Host of Seabirds, Alaska. by Bob Hines, United States Fish and Wildlife
Service. Available rom U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C.

Set of six small color posters depicting Alaska's marine birds.

Alaskan Bird Chart and A Guide to the Audubon Alaska Birds Chart.
Alaskan Audubon Society, 197

A large poster with color photos of many Alaskan birds and information
on each species plus a map of migration routes. The guide contains
activity ideas and easy-to-read bird information.



Puccinelli, Marie. The Time of the Puffins. Illustrations by John Kaufmarr.
Bobbs-Merrill Co., !ndianapolis, 19 5. 35 p.

Delightful, informational book about the mysterious and unusual habits of
the puffin. Similar to Puffin: Bird of the Open Seas  Martin!, but
brings the audience into the material.

Harper and Row, New York, 1961. 64 p.Selsam, Millicent.

A Science and I Can Read book about how a boy begins to observe and
learn about birds.

Toye, William. The Loon's N ecklace. Oxford University Press, New York,
1977. 24 p,

A Tsimishian Indian legend of how the loon helps a blind man and re-
ceives his necklace. Watch for the film by the same name in your state
and local film libraries.

Turkle, Brinton. Th Friend, Obadiah. The Viking Press, N.Y,, 1969.

A good old-fashioned story about Obadiah, a Quaker boy, and a sea
gull.

Wildsmith, Brian. The Little Wood Duck. Franklirr Watts, Inc., N.Y., 1973.
31 p.

Though wood ducks are not found in Alaska, helps students conceptual-
ize the duck's environment and natural enemies. Beautifully illustrated
with bright and cheerful water colors.

Wright, Dare. Look at a Gull. Random liouse, N.Y., 1967. 41 p.

A photographic essay on the hatching and growth of a sea gull.

Teacher's Reference:

Alaska Department of Fish and Game Nongame Wildlife Program:
Wildlife Watcher Re orts, Winter Birdfeedin in Alaska, L d
Wildii e in Alaska, Birdhouses or Alaska. ADFrr G N g
Program, 33 Raspberry Road, Anchorage, AK 99502.

Alaska

Helpful pamphlets at no cost.

The Alaska Fisherman's Journal says, "This book is worth the price for
Tony Angell's drawings alone - and there is much more...Descriptions of
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Angell, Tony. Marine Birds and Mammals of Pu et Sound. Drawings by
Tony Angell. Washington Sea Grant publication, University of Washing-
ton Press, 1982. 160 p. Available by writing University of Washingtorr
Press, Seattle, WA 98105.



the various species � grebes, gulls, terns, seals, sea lions, dolphins,
whales � are detailed succinct and sometimes written with passion." All
birds and mammals featured are found in Alaska. Stunningly illustrated.
Includes maps, Cables, bibliography.

Species descriptions and range information on Alaskan birds. Color
photographs,

B ellrose, Frank. Ducks, Geese and S wans of N orth America. Stackpole
Books, Harrisburg, Penn., 1976, 544 p.

Detailed descriptions of water fowl and their habits. Includes range
information and full page maps of migration routes for each species.
Color plates of adults and young.

Darling, Louis. Greenhead. William Morrow and Co., New York, 1954. 95
P.

The saga of Greenhead, a male mallard duck explores duck migration,
natural enemies, and how man has upset the balance of nature. The
text is complicated by an abundance of biological terms but everything
mentioned is illustrated in detail in shades of black and white.

William Morrow and Co., New York, 1965.
ren's Literature Section of Sea Week Book 4.!

Darling, Louis. Th G 11
95 p.  Also listed in

Personal observations on gulls over a six-week period. Provides detailed
descriptions of the island where Louis Darling set up his tent, the
rituals involved in courtship and the patterns long-established with
nest-building, parent-chick relationships ~ Black and white and color
photographs, and charcoal and pen drawings.

Bimerl, Sarel. Gulls. Simon and Schuster, New York, 1969. 61 p.

A lively account of the behavior and characteristics of gulls. Factual
information about their scavenging nature. About 40 gulls are identi-
fied. Provides an excellent discussion of instincts. The lighter side is
also presented so that the audience does not tire of data. Illustrated by
black and white photographs.

The Wildlife Conservation Center,
0 p.

Hancock, David.
Saariichton, B

The travels of David Hancock  a biologist! arid his wife through British
Columbia covering eagles, their nestin g grounds, habits and other
ariimals in their environment  puffin, sea lion and killer whale! .
Touches upon conservation and preservation in terms of damage incurred
by biocides  pesticides/herbicides, etc. ! and disturbance by humans.
Black and white photography provided by David and Lyn Hancock.
Some sketches.
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Armstrong, R. H. A Guide to the Birds of Alaska. Alaska Northwest
Publishing, Anchorage, 1980. 3 9 p.


